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The Climbing 
 
The rock in the area is an old red granite with a small area of sandstone nearer the coast. Where 
the rock is exposed to the elements it is of a great quality. With cracks and slabs being the order 
of the day. The cracks vary from tiny seams to nightmarish off-widths, so a wide selection of 
equipment is needed. Most climbs have a walk off, but be prepared to leave equipment if you 
need to back off a route. There are very few bolts and pegs in the area. 
 

Hand drilling and placing bolts whilst on lead is allowed, as is bolting abseils and bad 
belays. But otherwise please do not place bolts within the highlands. 

 
 
The longer routes are about 10 pitches with many 2 to five pitch routes. Two 60m 9mm ropes are 
advised for the area. 
 
The bouldering is fantastic and is great for a day off.  
 
Please do not leave any rubbish in the area, this includes toilet tissue. Make sure you leave 
nothing behind, even if the guides say you can. Bring EVERYTHING back to St 
Katherine’s. 
 
Climbing	  Gear	  recommended	  for	  new	  routing	  in	  the	  Sinai	  

• Helmet	  –	  Obviously	  
• Twin	  60m	  ropes.	  	  
• 2	  sets	  of	  equivalent	  of	  Black	  Diamond	  Camalots	  from	  sizes	  0	  to	  4.	  	  
• Also	  1	  number	  5	  and	  1	  number	  6	  camalot.	  
• A	  double	  set	  of	  wires	  per	  team.	  Offset	  nuts	  are	  great	  out	  there.	  
• Micro	  wires	  and	  small	  cams	  are	  good	  to	  bring	  
• 16-‐20	  extenders	  per	  rack.	  With	  loads	  on	  120cm	  slings.	  	  
• Lots	  of	  120cm	  and	  240cm	  slings	  (6	  of	  each	  per	  rack)	  	  
• Be	  prepared	  to	  leave	  karabiners	  on	  abseils.	  
• 40m	  of	  rope/tat	  to	  sacrifice	  for	  belays/retreats.	  15mm	  tape	  works	  well.	  
• Some	  means	  of	  getting	  up	  a	  rope,	  and	  the	  knowledge	  to	  use	  it.	  Practice	  before	  you	  	  go.	  Don’t	  wait	  until	  it’s	  

dark	  to	  discover	  how	  to	  prussic	  	  
• Boots	  that	  will	  accommodate	  feet	  that	  swell	  in	  the	  heat.	  Leave	  those	  daft	  ballet	  	  shoes	  at	  home	  and	  bring	  

some	  you’ll	  be	  able	  to	  wear	  for	  hours	  in	  the	  sun.	  	  
• Chalk	  &	  chalk	  bag	  	  
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Jebel A Dir 
 

 
 

The Monk’s Buttocks (left cheek) 
 

1) *”Slot Machine” HVS 4c, 5a, 5b. 73m. Martin Kocsis and Anita Grey. 
A continuous and staright crack, finishing up a square cut L fac……. 

i) 20m, 4c. The route starts as it means to go on. Thrutch and smear to flakes 
ii) 45m, 5a. Interesting and varied climbing, culminatinating in a fine belay platform. 

The final and clearly gruelling offwidth which gives the route its…. 
iii) 8m, 5b. Guess what? You guessed right. (small cams and a monster if you…. 

 
2) *”Sheikh Dike indirect” HS 4a, 4b. 90m. Luke Ward and David Flux. 14/10/07 

i) 30m, 4a. Start at the cleft immediately left of the… of stepped basealt. Continue to a 
belay just before a steepening bulge. 

ii) 60m, 4b. Continue up the cleft until the dike can be rejoined at a steep hand crack. 
Follow the dike to a large ledge left under the head wall along the natural line, still 
follow the dike, up a final easy gully until you reach a suitable belay. 

 
3) *” The Penitent’s way” VS 4c, 4a 55m. Martin Kocsis, Anita Grey and Melissa 
Nesbitt. 14/10/07 
The left slanting L facing corner system bounding the RHS of the buttress. 

i) 25m, 4c. Bold moves to pass the flake lead to a ledge and tr left to the continuation of 
the corner. Airy climbing to pass the next bulge lands you on a blocky ledge. 

ii) 30m, 4a. See the dyke out left? Reach it, climb it and enjoy it. 
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The SW shield 
 

1) *” Camel Lot” HS 4b,4a,4b,4b,4b,3. 305m Brian Rodges, Ruth Murdie and Martin Cook. 
08/11/05 

i) 50m, 4b. General left to right diagnol of slab. Shallow crack at bottom left of Buttress. 
Go straight up for 30m then trend right to belay on the overlap. 

ii) 50m, 4a. Traverse right past overlap then up and left to crack line. Follow crack line to 
belay. 

iii) 50m, 4b. Traverse up and right to crack overlap. Surmount crack then traverse up and 
right to scoop then crack line and small dyke. Belay on small pinnacle. 

iv) 60m, 4b. Follow dyke for 10m. Step right onto rightwards rising crack line, up flake 
into niche. Exit niche on right. Belay on large ledges below an overhang. 

v) 45m, 4b. Step right round bulge, up small dyke for 2m. Step right round second bulge. 
Move up and right to base of undercut flake. Follow flake right and up to flat ledge. 
Move left to bealy by dyke. 

vi) 50m, 3. Follow dyke over overlap to flat ground andd then cruise up to glory. 
 
Descent: Traverse right across a couple of gullies until a stone walled area is reached. Descend 
from far side of wall down towards the monastery. 

 
 

The NW spur  
 

 
 
Aproach – 10 minute walk from moon safari camp  and then another 10 – 15mins up slope 
 
Descents – The is a sling abseil point after pitch one of routes 4 and 5 and a bolted lower off after 
pitch one of route 6 and 7. The other routes require a gully descent after a traverse to the left (20 
minutes). 
1) Need route description 
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2) HVS 5a, 5.9 David Lucas and Adam Ghani 27/03/04 *** 

i) Climb the left hand end of the arch. Climb the slab for 6m to a bulge split by a 
crack. Climb this and continue up over the crack to a large block and nut belay on 
sloping ledge (HVS 5a, 5.9) 52m. 

ii) Scramble right into the gully and join route 5 
 
3) “Shimon’s route” Shimon and Alex Nicholson (E1 5a A1, 5.9 A1) 25/03/04 

i) Climb the curved right hand edge of the arch and belay sat on the lip/spike (5a, 
5.9) 20m 

ii) Traverse out right to the corner crack ascend with difficulty through some loose 
rock. Three points of aid to reach the flake (A1) then follow route 5 to the belay. 

Feedback to this route: route is, is absolutely not E1 5a! if you layback up the corner 
formed by the flake you're looking at some serious climbing that looks pretty bad. if you 
squirm up inside then it looks crappy and grim. ungradeable! serious, though, unless you 
have some very big gear...camalot 6/big bros  
 

4) E2 5c No route description but it has been repeated and this is his feedback: 
“it's tough. well protected but sandy climbing leads to the moves up to the belay (2 wires 
in situ...you can have 'em!) hard 5c climbing on sharp finger jams with nothing for the 
feet. i'm almost tempted to say E3, but it was my first day in egypt...” 
 

5) E1 5b,-,5a,4c (Dave Lucas and Melissa Nesbitt) 25/03/04 * 
 I) Start at the foot of an overhang split by a crack. Climb this (crux) and continue up the 
flake to an overhang. Traverse this to the left and up its end (corner) to a ledge. Climb the 
slab above the ledge past a good pocket to a crack and access the main gully (E1 5b, 
5.10a) 35m 

 ii) Scramble up the gully 10m to a boulder chocked corner. 
 iii) The main gully continues leftwards and a crack splits right. Climb this for 20m and 
traverse left to a belay under an overhang. (5a, 5.9) 28m 
 iv) Climb crack and onto the slabs with easy climbing leading to a ledge. (4c, 5.8) 35m 

 
6) E1/2 5b, 5c 5.10c (David Lucas and Richard Sonnerdale) 25/03/04 Both pitches  

were long *** 
i) Climb the groove unprotected for 5m to a left to right hand traverse into a loose 

corner. Pull over and past this to the top. Traverse right into the crack. Climb this 
to the bolted loweroff. Abseil off. Tat will need replacing. 

ii) Climb out left not up to the overhang but round the arête below. Foot traverse 
along steepening rake. Climb up and then right up crack onto ledge. Climb short 
off width into boulder corner walk up right to the base of a short steep crack climb 
this for 10 meters to a sloping ledge and belay. 

iii) Climb easily up and left to join the other routes and decent. 
 
7) Cairns E2 5b*** 45m 

Climb crack and corner  and up past three bolts to the first beal of route 6. Belay  
then venture round arête to the right. I have no description of this but believe there are 
bolts in the second pitch. 
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8) “Fezzik” HS Richard Sonnerdale and Richard pike 25/03/04 *** 
6 bolts to a lower off follow the black rake. The abseil tat may need replacement. 
 

8a) French Man’s Crack 6a+ 
From belay of pitch one of Cairns climb the overhang to the right past bolt to a ledge. 

Follow rightwards bolts to lower off. 6 bolts  and natural gear. 
 
Three routes climbed in October 2006 by Sutton Valence School Expedition. All climbed 

on top rope and not lead.  
Route A: 5b+ 
Route B: 6a- 
Route C: 5a 
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Jebel Banat 
 

Jebel Banat (Mountain of the Lady) lies to the North East of St Katherine’s. It is an easy 2.5-hour 
walk from the small town of Zeituna. Zeituna is a 5 min taxi ride back out along the road out of 
St Katherine’s. Mohammed knows the area well and it is advised to use him as a guide. 
 
The walk in is slightly down hill the whole way and camels can almost make it all the way to the 
camp. Camp in the valley at the top of the main steep boulder field in a sandy hollow. The 
bouldering is great and a bouldering mat should be brought. The sun is on the camp from 07:00 
to about 14:00. The camp can become windy in the afternoon. 
 
The climbing is generally all on the east face and the routes climb up on great rock. The lower 
right hand end to the face has some classic long single pitch routes. An abseil is needed to access 
the base of the Northwest face. The abseil is about 45m long and it goes from a large thread in 
one of the pools at the top of the waterfall line. Abseil tat is needed to set this abseil up. 
 
To descend off the summit requires over an hour of walking and should be done in the light 
unless you have done it before. It is not straightforward. 
 
There is opium grown in the area. DO NOT TAKE PHOTOS OF THIS OR ENTER THE 
PLANTATIONS, JUST LET THEM BE. 
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The bouldering 
 

 

 
 

The camel drop off area 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
       The poppy field area 
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The East face of Jebel Banat. 
 

 
 

1) Mole Route VS 4c 130m. Adam Ghani and Alex Nicholson. 08/04/04 
i) 50m. Climb chimney through three distinct sections until last dark solid cave 

chimney pops out on sloping ledge. Belay at top of ledge. 
ii) 50m. Climb sloping ledges until your into a steep off width. Belay at top of 

ledge. 
iii) 30m.  Climb stepped crack through rock band and continue up to poor belay 

on LHS. 
 

 
2) The Fabulous Baker Boys. E2 5bish. Probably worth 2 stars. 
Pitch 1 5b. 
Start in back of corner behind large block. 
Climb through the twin scoops past an awkward move, then traverse left to a arching crack. 
Belay. 
Pitch 2. 5b. 
Traverse delicately out right until it is possible (with the magic green  
alien!) to make a committing move into the first corner. Struggle up this to a point where it is 
possible to move out right. Belay here. 
Pitch 3. 5b. 
Move out right into a second corner, and then make a traverse right at the top of this. Belay below 
a crack. 
Pitch 4. 5b. 
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Enter the crack awkwardly, then enjoyable climbing to the top. 
 
3) Feet are for dancing, fists are for fighting, blood is for losing. E3 5c, 5a, 5c, 5b, 5a 

i) Climb up to left hand end of ledge with hollow 4m left of Walk like an Egyptian. 
Possible Petzl 8mm / 15mm screw in bolt placment before rock over to gain base of 
flake/crack. Climb up R side of flake climb then traverse left onto slab. Traverse 
boldly for 8m to base of obvious crack and belay. 30m (5c) 

ii) Climb crack/offwidth to ledge 30m (5a) 
iii) Climb offwidth to ledge then into leaning crack and climb to top of block. 25m (5c) 
iv) Climb up and then traverse R to L hand end of massive overhang. Climb up and L into 

groove/corner system. Climb to its top. 45m (5b) 
v) Traverse down and L to base of crack 
vi) Climb crack and onto ledge. 20m (5a) 
Walk along ledges towards main desent gully and walk off to camp. 
 
NB there is a screw place for a 15mm 8mm bolt on the bulge of pitch one. 

 
4) From the top of Pitch 3 of “feet are for dancing……” 
The Youth. E1 5a/b 1 star. 
Pitch 4 5a/b 
Travers left and take rising crack to base of steep jamming crack. Climb  
this, to belay near its top. 
Pitch 5 5a/b 
Take obvious traverse line right, until rounding the corner to belay. 
Pitch 6 5a/b. Move left into steep narrow corner, with big hollow flake at its base, and  
climb to its finish. 
 
5) Walk Like an Egyptian Richard Pike. 
I am still waiting for the route description 
 
6) Direct start to Walk like an Egyptian. Richard Sonnerdale. 
 
 
7) Possum Magic VS 4c Dave Lucas and Melissa Nesbitt 26/03/04 
The climb follows the line of least resistance to the summit. The route will have lots of chalk 
along the route unless there has been recent very heavy rain. Use the topo. Size 4 Cam is good for 
short offwidth on pitch 3/4 
 

The North East Face 
Alex’s route ? 
 
“Palestine” E1 5b. 375m.  Geoff Hornby and Susie Sammut. 07/12/07 

i) 40m, E1 5b. Climb the hard crack right of Alex’s route to the ledge belay. 
ii) 50m, VS 5a, Climb the wall above with difficulty to easier ground. 
iii) 35m, V.Diff. Follow the right slanting slab above to the ledges. 
iv) Climb up easily to belay below the corner. 
v) 50m, VS 4c. Climb the corner direct past loose blocks then easier steps and grooves 

above to belay in the rake. 
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vi) 35m, VS 4c. Traverse left across “call of the world” to a groove leading awkwardly up 
to the big ledge. 

vii) 40m, HVS 5a. Move up and left to the short steep off-width crack, climb this to move 
right and up steps to belay. 

viii) Easy ground. 
ix) 40m, V.Diff. Climb the bold black wall first right, then up and back left to belay on a 

ledge above a jammed block. 
x) 30m, HVS 4c. Climb the black slab above to easier ground. 

 
“Call of the wild” HVS 5a. 240m. Geoff Hornby, Susie Sammut and Adam Ghani. 04/04 

i) 25m, HVS 5a. Climb the arête of the Palestine corner. 
ii) 25m, Severe. Climb steps above to a good belay in the rake. 
iii) 35m, VS 4c. Climb the middle groove left of Jerusalem to belay on the big ledge. 
iv) 35m, HVS 5a. Climb the off-width crack above, move left with difficulty at the top. 
v) Easy ground. 
vi) 40m,  V.Diff. Climb the right slanting black dyke, then move up and left to belay. 
vii) Climb easier slabs to easy ground. 

 
“Jerusalem” E2 5b, 430m. Geoff Hornby and Susie Sammut. 08/12/07 

i) 30m, V.Diff. Climb the awkward step and then the ledge to belay below a hand crack. 
ii) 20m, VS 4c, Traverse into the crack from the right, then climb it with difficulty to 

belay below and left of the obvious pillar. 
iii) 30m, E2 5b. Place good friends in the top of the pillar then step down and left onto the 

slab, follow the obvious shallow scoop to a handrail and then the overlap above (good 
friends). Move left to thin cracks and up to a difficult belay on the ledge above. 

iv) 30m, VS 4b. Move right and up steps to belay below the groove above. 
v) 40m, E1 5b. Follow the ramp left of the corner with spaced runners and some interest. 

Belay in the ramp above. 
vi) 25m, Moderate. Follow the rake leftwards to a good belay. 
vii) 35m, VS 4c. Climb up into the V groove and pull over the contraction on poor rock. 

Move left up and across the slab past a short wall to belay below the black vertical 
dike above. 

viii) 35m, HVS 5b. Climb the difficult 1st step on the dike then move easily above until a 
difficult move right allows access to a ledge and easy ground. 

ix) 40m, Easy. Drag the ropes up easy ground above. 
x) 50m, V.Diff. Easy steps lead diagnolly up rightwards. 
xi) 50m, VS 4b. Lots of steps and short corners lead to a big ledge. 
xii) 30m, VS 4c. Climb the square corner crack with difficulty. 
xiii) 45m, V.Diff. Climb the slab and overlap above. 

 
Smooth Operator E2 5c. (I think its E3) Richard Pike and Richard Sonnerdale. 

i) 5c, 35m.Climb crack to pocket and large reach to hand traverse right. Move up to 
flake crack and awkward step right into groove. Climb groove to awkward exit to 
belay. 

ii) 5a, 25m easy climbing to top 
 
 
Old Boot. E3 5c. 60m  (maybe 6a?). *** 
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Pith 1. 5c/6a 40m 
Start at layback flake, climb up and make a difficult exit left into the big  
corner crack. Climb up this a following crack up and right around the  
corner. Make a delicate foot traverse right along a horizontal break to  
belay in a niche. 
Pitch 2. 5c/6a 20m 
Move up and right to exit the niche. Climb pleasant cracks above to belay  
well back. 
 
 
11) Rough Rider E2 5c 35m Richard Sonnerdale and max Dutson. 

i) Pitch one of smooth operater to ledge on right. 
ii) 5c 15m Up overlap to right leading traverse crack to ledge in corner. 
iii) 5b 20m Up tips layback in corner to easy climbing left diagnol. 

 
 
Next is the route I did with Mel and Tim. Donít know if you have a name for this. 
E1 5c 2 stars. 
Pitch 1 5a 
Climb groove line up to the belay with previous route. 
Pitch 2 5c 
Traverse right for 20 feet. Belay. 
Pitch 3. 5a 
Move up and left to flake. Hand traverse left and climb cracks above to top. 

 
Third Time Lucky VS 4c 45m. Richard Pike and Adam Ghani. 
Initial awkward move to gain flake crack. Traverse flake boldly and layback to top. Beautiful 
climbing. 
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The North West Face of Jebel Banat. 
 

 
 
1) Bananna Bread  
E2 5c A1 477m Richard Sonnerdale and Richard Pike. 31/03/04 
 

1) 5a. 55m Start by tree and corner ramp line to groove and ledge. 
2) 5b. 55m Corner chimney to step right to long flakes to dykes belay. 
3) 5c. 50m flakes groove to corner follow right to ledge. 
4) 5a. 50m Of width corner to chimney over blocks to ledge on left. 
5) 4c. 55m Gully and face crack to ledge. 
6) 4c 45m. Left on ledge to crack/corner up to ledge. 
7) 5a. 38m right across ledges to corner and up to obvious slab crack. 
8) 5b. 40m Slab crack to obvious ledge. 
9) 5c. 15m. Up vertical wall to traverse right. 
10) A1. 5m. Short aid crack to ledge (Possible 6b/c free) 

Walk right 50m to ledge belay bellow a left trending groove. 
11) 5a. 57m Hard start up groove to broken climbing up large gully. Belay on bushy ledges. 
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12) 5a. 30m Easiest line up corner then left and scramble up. 
 

2) North West Face Dave Lucas and Richard Sonnerdale (01/04/04) 
E1 4b, 5a,5b, 4c, 5b, 4b, 4b, 4c,  
Abseil waterfall to base of waterfall and Scramble along up the black dyke 

i) Up to the L slanting overhang follow it to the end and belay 45m (4b) 
ii) Follow the obvious corner 60m (5a) 
iii) The offwidth to a big ledge 40m (5b) 
iv) A scrambly pitch following the line of least resistance up left then back right 50m (4c) 
v) From ledge up R to surmount huge block continue to L slanting wide flake crack and 

then ledge 40m (5b) 
vi)  Big ledge traverse round L and up hollow stuff to 25 foot wideish crack 20m (4b) 
vii) Traverse L through tree then up slightly higher traverse line. Continue Traverse L to 

gain the gully belay up and left 30m (4b) 
viii) The ninja Pitch- Climb up and lefty to traverse along obvious line from the endof this 

leap across the void to safety. 25m (4c) 
ix) Scrambling remains. 

 
3) “The cold heart of stone” Dave Lucas and David Barlow 

This will be the classic hard line of the wall. And is at the moment considered to be a project 
for Dave Lucas. Please respect this. The image below shows the lower wall pitches and 
approach for the NW Face route. 
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Jebel Umma H Shaur 
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The campsite bouldering field 
Developed by Richard Sonnerdale 

 

 
 

1) Climb a shallow groove on square cut edges and cracks. Slightly Highball. V1 
2) The flaring crack, making good use of the sidepull to its left. V1 
3) Edges lead to a ramp running up and right. V2 
4) A similar problem 1m right, but slightly easier. V1 
5) A traverse will go from just right of problem 2 all the way to the RH arête of the wall. 

Maybe V4ish 
6) Mantle onto the slab. V1 
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7) Straight up highest bit of the wall. V0 
8) The curving right arête of the block without the wall. V0+ 
9) The groove. Eliminates are possible none hard. V0- 
10) The middle of the wall. V0+ 
11) The arête. V0 Climbed on the RHS it is V1 with a bad landing. 
12) The left most slab line. Starting off the block.V0 
13) Start 2m right of problem 12. V0+ 
14) V1 
15) The arête, climbed on its left. Nice. V0 
16) The opposite arête. Bad landing. V1 
17) The nest arête. Bad landing. V0+ 
18) The great looking wall sadly has no holds. Project. 
19) The highball slab on the tall boulder. Getting down will be a problem. Project. 
20) Nice barn door arête. V2 
21) Starting on the flake reach up and mantle over. V0+ 
22) The other arête using a lay away and a sloper. V1 
23) Traverse the block right to Left. V2 
24) Use the arête and an undercut to reach the top. V1 
24a) Use the pocket to reach a jug at the top. V1 
25) Another good arête. Use the underneath for feet. V0+ 
26) Climb the slabs using a layaway and a thin seam. V3 
27) The rounded arête. Holds on the previoius problem are in. V2 
28) Nice looking scoop slab. Landing is not great. Project. 
29) Nice slab with a tricky start. V1 
29a) An easy pocket wall. V0+ 
30) Just right of the arête is a lovely hold it may go. Project. 
31) Around the overhang on small flakes 
32) A balancy blank wall. V1 
33) Slab. V1 
33a) Flake V0+ siting start is V3 
34) Climb the finger crack up the slab. A bit high. V1+ 
35) A very smooth slab with a break halfway and a good hold near the top. V3 
36) 2m right. Nice and enjoy. V0- 
37) Arete to the left of the huge slabby face. V0+ 
38) Climb the thin seam up the slab to the right of the big slabby face. V1 
39) The slab to the left awaits a zen master. Project. 
40) A number of lines on a wall V0 – V3. Eliminates and traverse possible. 
41) Crack/groove. V3 
42) Slab 
43) To  right of bulge. V3 
44) Awsome bulge arête. V3 
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The West Face 

 

 
The west face 

 
1) *“The west face route” HS 4b Dave Lucas and Melissa Nesbitt 
An entertaining meandering line. It is worth looking at the face straight on in the morning light to 
identify key features before stating up. Start at a prominent groove/crack which leads up to a 
terrace line below and right of the chimney system which breaks the right hand side of the face. 

i) 5m. Gain the ledge at the foot of the groove. 
ii) 50m, 4b. A lovely pitch up the groove. 
iii) 90m, 4. Follow the terrace easily leftwards, past a large boulder and across the foot of 

the huge chimney line to blocks below the end of the arching fault in the centre of the 
face. 

iv) 30m, 4a. Gain the arch in a zig-zag using sharp edged cracks. 
v) 60m, 4a. (can be split). The arch. An akward move to start then easier to the foot of a 

well defined chimney groove. 
vi) 30m, 4a. Up the chimney groove to a break in the right wall where a prominent dyke 

cuts across the face. 
vii) 85m at least. A weird pitch following the dyke rightwards above the prominent 

overhang. The standard is easy and moderate, but very porely protected. The belay at 
the end is hard to find and may result in being poor. 

 
2) “Pearson’s deviation” HVS 4c 100m. D. Peterson and D. and E. Wilson. 04/03/09 
a good pitch, but not well protected in  the first half. Belay 10m before the end of the normal 
pitch V) 
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2i) 50m. Make a balancy step up onto a gradually ascending line of weakness. Follow the 
line rightwards, dropping down slightly to cross small groove, and a little later 
climbing up a meter or two before traversing to blocks below the righthand end of the 
overhang. 

2ii) 50m. Scramble easily up over blocks, then walk left along a ledge to a big boulder. 
2iii) 10m. Easily up to the dyke a few meters right of the chimney. 
 

3) “Bilhana Wilshifa” HVS 5a 270m. Geoff Hornby and Susie Sammut. 10/12/07 
Start by scrambling up blocks and ledges to a good ledge. Just to the left of a slanting ramp 
across the lower middle of the wall. 

i) 35m, HVS 4c, Climb the slabby groove direct up to the ramp and an excellent ledge 
belay. 

ii) 35m, VS 5a, Follow the ramp with difficulty past a short sharp off-width. 
iii) 30m, VS 4b.  Follow the ramp past one friction slabby step. Belay below the start of 

the basalt dyke. 
iv) 40m, S. Pull over the short wall then climb the slab to the left edge of the ledge. Pull 

over this and traverse right to belay next to the dyke. 
v) 40m, V.Diff. Follow the dyke for 25m then climb the groove above for 15m to belay 

at an old peg(!) A second peg is visible above. 
vi) 40m, VS 4b. Move up and right boldly on slabs crossing 2 other grooves to belay on 

the big ledge to the right. 
vii) 50m, V.Diff. Pull over the bulge above and then climb the slab groove to easy ground. 

 
Lazy Daze / Summer Haze crag (behind base camp cave on second 

level.) 
 

 
 
 

1) “Half man half camel” (Vdiff) Kelvin Liew, James Hall. 12/11/05 
Climb the central gully 

2) “Weird Things” E1 5b Martin Kocsis, Dan Irving and James Hall. 12/11/05 
The bottom less runnel with a bold start and peculier middle.  

3) “A Bridge too Far”. VS 4c * Dan Irving, Martin Kocsis and Kelvin Liew, 12/11/05 
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Climb the sweeping open groove to some fine finishing moves. 
4) ***“Smear or Disappear” E3 5b Martin Kocsis, Dan Irving and James Hall. 

12/11/05 
The natural Line of the slab. Never very hard but always slightly worrying… an ability to 
place Rps anywhere helps. 

5) *”Rage against the rock”.  E3 6a 28m Dave Lucas and Melissa Nesbitt 06/10/07 
Start at the base of the crack climb into the corner and up into the offwidth. Climb up the 
crack and then slap up and left onto a rounded edge and then again into a finger crack. 
Then continue up the main crack and above on easier angled rock. 

6) “Who you calling big nose?” E1/2 5b 28m Dave Lucas and Melissa Nesbitt. 06/10/07 
Start at small overlap at base of crack.  Then up under the nose. Climb out using crack and 
hollow sounding nose. Continue up and left to finish on rage against the rock. 

7) “Pointer’s Progress”. HVS 5a 25m Andrew Rutherford, Simon Barker and Tim 
Pointer. 06/10/07 
Start a few meters right of route six or at the base of the short right facing corner left of 
Half man half camel. Go up slab for 4m then enter the corner. The corner becomes crack 
nearer the top. Then continue up to find a belay. 

 
 

The South Face (above lazy days summer haze) 
 

1) *”Strange days” HS -, 4b, 4b, -. 120m. Martin Kocsis and Anita Grey. 03/09 
This line was originally going to start up the back of the leaping fish feature at the very end of the 
east wall above camp, but ive spotted a bolt 2/3rds of the way up it and left that line in disgust. 
Our line starts 40/50 feet left of the fish thing. 

i) 20m. The curving runnel to belay below the bottom right of the massive featured 
flake. 

ii) 7m, 4b. With a high side runner pad left across the slab to the foot of the corner. 
iii) 30m, 4b. Follow the featured flake corner with little gear but good holds and friction 

occaisional diversions onto the slab are wise. The half in hand drilled bolt marks the 
best line (not placed by us) Belay up and right on the big ledge. 

iv) 60m. The right hand runnel to easy ground scrambling remains. 
 

Ragab 
 
1) “Parallel Lines” HVS 5a Ruth Murdie and Jenny Pugh. 10/11/05 

i) 40m Start at the lowest point of the crag. Go up to wedged block, pull over. Follow 
parallel cracks diagnolly up and right into boulder gully. 

ii) 20m Take RH crack out of gully. Tricky move over awkward bulge. Continue up and 
right into descent gully. 

 
2 “The Yo Yo” VS 4c Ruth Murdie and Jenny Pugh. 10/11/05 
From large ledge at top of descent gully of Parallel Lines. Follow obvious corner to top. Abseil 
back down to ledge and walk down descent gully. 
 
3 “The arctic comes on holiday” HS 4b R. Williams and C. Ford 03/03/09 

i) Follow prominent left slanting twin cracks to a stance. 
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ii) Delicaetly up the right side of a triangular slab to gain a ledge above. Traverse right to 
a rectangular block, surmount this and ascend to ledges with large snow patches (at 
time of 1st Ascent). 

iii) Follow a slabby gangway left to the bottom of the final corner. 
iv) Kick steps 

 
4 *“Snow flakes in the wind” VS 4c Colin Foord and R Williams. 03/03/2009 

i) Start up a clearly defined leftward starting groove and at 15m move up right into its 
continuation. Pass a jammed block and continue more easily to belay below an 
overhang. 

ii) Pull up left over the overhang and reach big ledge under the headwall. Descend R 
down gully. 

 
5 “Lion Ridge” Hard VD 100m 03/03/2009 
This climbs the North ridge of Ragab. Approach under the west face of Ragab over the col to the 
foot of the ridge. 

i) Avoid shield on R by an awkward high step. Then trend easily L up slabs to belay 
below the first gendarme (The lion, especially from above!) 40m 

ii) Climb obvious wide crack on R and much easier then it looks. Belay at top. 10m 
iii) Then Leftwards round 2nd gendarme to find twin cracks (3 – 4m High). Take R one to 

crest of ridge and follow/hand traverse this leftwards. 50+m this pitch needs care with 
rope drag. 

 
The East Face 

 

 
Left hand end of east face 


